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Policy effects of population 
aging :

(1) pension effort

(2) the pro-elderly bias of social 
policies
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1. Population aging and public 

pension spending

Are Aging OECD Welfare States 

on the Path to Gerontocracy?
Evidence from 18 Democracies, 1980-2002

Journal of Public Policy (with Markus Tepe), 

paper downloadable at:

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1225672

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1225672
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Motivation

• How has population aging affected public 
pension effort in the OECD?

• Prior findings until the mid-1990s: ODR (or % 
elderly) generally tends to increase overall
pension expenditure per GDP (Pampel & Williamson 

1989, Lindert 1996, Breyer & Craig 1997, Tabellini 2000; Castles 
2004;Disney 2007)

• H1: Size of public pensions as % of GDP
will increase with ODR, also with most 
recent data
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Problem
• Finding on spending/GDP does not 

discriminate well against alternative 

explanations (e.g. social planner; benevolent 

dictator,…)

• Gerontocracy theories really predict that 

population aging leads to more generous 

individual pension benefits. 

• How does aging effect the generosity of 

public pensions ?
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“Elderly Power” theories
(Persson & Tabellini 2000; Sinn & Uebelmesser 2002; IMF 2004)

• The elderly want larger public pensions, as 

they internalize mainly benefits and not costs 

of higher contribution rates.

• Once the elderly are in or approach majority, 

pension politics are locked-in in favor of 

elderly.

• H2: The generosity of public pensions 

increases with larger ODR
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• Kotlikoff & Burns (2004): in the USA, a 'coming 
generational storm' will have arrived by 2030. 

• Sinn & Uebelmesser (2002) beginning of 2010s 
= 'Germany's last chance for a partial transition 
to a funded pension system. Thereafter, the 
country will effectively be a gerontocracy.' 

• IMF (2004): year when 50+ voters will be 
50.1% of all : The Last Train For Pension 
Reform Departs In…:
– 2019 for Denmark, Greece, Italy, Norway, Portugal, 

Sweden

– 2015 for US, Germany, France

– 2012 for Finland, Switzerland

“Elderly Power” alarmism
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• Population aging reduces RR from PAYG

• Current young expect smaller pension benefit 

for themselves than they are paying to the 

current old.

• As long the young hold a majority, this may 

lead them to vote for lower pension benefits.

• H3: The generosity of public pensions 

decreases with larger ODR 

“Fiscal Leakage” theories
(Razin et al 1992; Breyer & Stolte 2001; Razin & Sadka 2007)
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Approach
• Cross-sectional time-series 

• Two dependent variables: 

1. Pension exp. per GDP 

2. Pension exp. per elderly

• Main independent variables: ODR (65+/15-
64); 50+ Ratio (50+/20-49); ODR 20 Year Difference

• Economic controls: GDP growth, Interest rate

• Labor market controls: Female and elderly 
participation rates

• Political & Institutional controls: Leftwing gov; Welfare 
regime; Coalition Strength
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Baseline effects: Population aging

● Population aging (ODR65+ & ODR55+) has 

positive effect on pension program size (macro), 

but a negative effect on pension spending per 

elderly (micro)

• ODR-20 (expected pop aging) behaves differently

→ “Smaller slices out of larger cakes”

Support for H1 & H3; Reject H2 
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Baseline effects: Time period

• Coefficients for most recent periods negative: 

increased retrenchment in recent years, as 

compared to early & mid-1980s. 

• Period effect systematically larger (program 

size) or at least as large (spending per elderly) 

for 1996-2003, as compared to 1988-1995. 

→“The new political economy of pensions”           
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• Coalition Type : weaker government coalitions 

actually reduce program size (large & sig.); effect 

on benefit generosity smaller 

• Left/rightwing power no sign. effect: the 

waning of partisanship

Politics: coalition and ideology
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● Baseline ODR findings are confirmed in the institutional 

models, but once we control for welfare regime type, 

ODR loses statistical significance

● Both social-democratic and liberal regimes cut back 

program size

→ Institutional set-up of welfare regimes is a core 

causal factor behind pension effort, independently of 

population ageing as such 

Institutions: welfare regime type
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Conclusions

• The continuing primacy of ‘thick politics’: 

– Partisan politics waning, but ‘world of welfare' 
shapes extent to which numerical pressures are 
translated into policy outcomes. 

– Institutional variables receive little attention in 
political economy models with median voter 
assumptions, but they crucially mediate how 
absolute voter numbers influence pension effort
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Conclusions

→ Even in fast-aging democracies, larger 

pensioner weight does not automatically lead to 

expansion of either program size or benefit 

generosity 

→ It is the logic of double fiscal-electoral 

straitjackets, not gerontocracy, which 

rules supreme in pension politics today
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But……

What if we enlarge the social spending

focus?

• How does population aging affect all sorts of 

pro-elderly programs (pensions, health, ...) & 

pro-young programs (education, ALMP, family 

allowances,...)?

• How does it change the pro-elderly bias of 

welfare states?

(Lynch 2001; 2006; Pampel 1994; Esping-Andersen and 

Sarasa 2002)
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And……

What if we enlarge the social risks

focus?

• Today, all OECD welfare states have entered 

the New Social Risk Society 

(Armingeon and Bonoli 2006; Bonoli 2006, 2007, Esping-Andersen 

1999, 2002; Hauserman 2008; Kitschelt and Rehm 2006; Pierson 

2001; Taylor-Gooby 2004)

• The demand side: How do NSR ‚on the ground„ 

affect spending on different programs, and on 

the pro-NSR bias of welfare states?
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2. Population aging and the pro-elderly 

bias of welfare states

Elderly Bias, New Social Risks, 

and Social Spending:
Change and Timing in Eight Programs across Four 

Worlds of Welfare, 1980-2003

Journal of European Social Policy (with Markus Tepe), 

paper downloadable at:

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1370004

http://ssrn.com/abstract=1370004
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1370004
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Eight separate welfare programs
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Two aggregate welfare state 

spending shares
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The ENSS
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The NSRS

Figure 2. New social risk spending share (NSRS)
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Role of NSR timing?

Does spending depend on the timing of the large-scale 
arrival of the NSR society in any given country? 

Bonoli (2007):

– Nordic countries: confronted very early on with NSR 
on the ground deriving from postindiustreialization

• NSR spending (+) because they could afford it still

– Continental & Anglo-Saxon countries: later entry in 
the NSR society, at a time when they were already 
confonted also with population aging

• NSR spending (-) because of distributional 
conflicts with elderly spending 
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Country NSR Year ODR* Female 

Employment*

Service Sector* Female 

Parliamen-

tarians*

ENSS* NSRS*

Sweden 1970 27.0 93.2 73.5 43.5 71.1 40.2

Denmark 1972 22.3 89.4 71.0 37.7 57.5 42.2

USA 1975 18.7 83.9 79.0 13.7 85.7 27.4

Norway 1977 23.3 90.1 73.8 36.1 73.2 40.1

Canada 1978 18.4 85.6 74.5 20.6 70.9 38.8

New Zealand 1979 18.0 80.8 68.3 29.2 63.5 43.9

UK 1979 24.3 81.7 73.7 18.1 70.2 50.5

Finland 1980 22.5 92.4 66.9 36.2 67.0 35.7

Japan 1980 26.0 69.4 64.3 6.4 85.6 27.0

Australia 1982 18.7 78.8 74.2 23.7 63.3 47.3

Switzerland 1982 23.5 81.2 70.5 22.9 78.6 32.7

Austria 1988 22.8 78.2 64.0 29.1 78.2 45.0

France 1988 24.6 83.1 72.1 11.3 70.5 45.6

Germany 1989 26.0 80.3 64.0 31.3 73.8 43.0

Ireland 1989 16.7 69.5 64.0 12.4 55.0 49.7

Netherlands 1990 20.1 78.3 76.7 35.8 68.2 34.5

Belgium 1993 25.6 75.8 72.6 23.5 63.7 32.3

Italy 1994 26.2 62.3 62.2 10.5 87.3 28.1

Greece 1995 24.8 64.0 60.6 7.9 88.1 37.4

Portugal 1995 24.0 80.5 52.9 17.9 81.1 28.1

Spain 1996 24.5 65.4 62.3 26.1 74.8 23.6

Note: * refers to average values in the last period (1998-2003)
Bonoli (2007) values: service sector E (54%), female E (58%), divorce rates (30%).
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H1: ENSS increases with a larger share of 

elderly voters

H2: NSRS increases with a larger share of 

service sector workers

H3: NSRS increases with a larger share of 

female labor market participation

H4: NSRS increases with a larger share of 

women in national parliaments 

H5: NSRS decreases with a later 'arrival' of 

large-scale new social risks in society

Five hypotheses
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● Within countries, ODR decreases incapacity program 
spending & increases pension expenditure (~ Breyer and 

Craig 1997; Castles 2004; Disney 2007; Pampel and Williamson 1989).

● ODR has positive effect on ENSS

→ Support for H1

● NSR 'on the ground‟ fail to affect program expenditure in 
statistically significant terms. Female participation rates 
and % service jobs do not significantly influence NSRS;
a larger share of female parliamentarians decreases 
NSRS

→ Reject H2, H3, H4

Fixed-effect findings
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Between-effects findings

● Cross-sectionally, NSR laggards devote significantly 

fewer resources to NSR policies, mainly because 

they spend less on education & family policies & 

more on survivor pensions.

→ Support for H5

● Scandinavian regimes spend significantly more on 

incapacity benefits & on human capital policies 

(education, ALMP)

● Continental regimes spend significantly more on 

incapacity benefits & have significantly lower NSRS. 

● Southern regimes record the largest effect sizes for 

NSRS (negative) & spend less on families and more 

on survivor pensions
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Conclusions

• Welfare states do not react even to large-scale 

demand-side needs in functionalist or neo-pluralist 

ways: current NSR levels do not mechanically affect 

associated spending biases within countries

• Higher ODR does increase the pro-elderly welfare 

state bias within countries 

• “Four worlds of welfare” typology remains significant in 

accounting for between-country variance

• NSR timing does matter: „NSR laggards‟ spend 

significantly less than „NSR early starters‟ on NSR 

programs such as education & family allowances
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To be explored

• Generational conflict in public policy: variance and 
causal mechanisms

• Pension policy and welfare regime pathways

• New Politics of welfare, blame avoidance, and other 
distributional logics

• Effect on/of pensioner parties and catch-all parties; 
role of electoral/party regimes

• Inter-party and intra-party (intra-union) games

• Macro: Policy-Politics-Policy nexus

• Micro: teaching trade-offs by costing choices; 
teaching human capital
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Thank you.

vanhuysse@euro.centre.org

http://www.euro.centre.org/vanhuysse
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Appendix tables

ENSS & NSRS interaction
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Fixed effects models

H1

H2,

3,4

!
!
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Between effects models


